
INTERIOR DESIGN IN HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY

As an Interior Design Company, Nigel Howard Creative, specialises in Interior Design for the Hospitality Industry. We
are passionate about.

So when a guest returns to their room after a day of meetings, networking, or delivering a big presentation,
taking time to relax is paramount. You can impress your guests with environmentally-conscious surroundings,
while improving the look and feel of your hotel at the same time. Next year the Hospitality Giants forecast 5,
To come to a conclusion a hotel will be a great business as long as you can shoot on the right spot. Many
hospitality leaders have begun the process of transforming their old standard front-desk lobbies into dynamic
social spaces, featuring cozy couch seating and comfortable concierge desks. In terms of artificial lighting, this
principle is much the same. According to Tim Anderson, aside from functionality, lighting can be a great tool
to make spaces seem larger than they are. As a source for ideas for your own research if properly referenced 3.
Guests will appreciate environmentally-friendly designs that incorporate recycled wood, organic materials,
natural light, and local and repurposed items like furniture and decor. Growth Work volume has upped along
with everything else. Hospitality design fees do not include revenues paid to a firm and remitted to
subcontractors that are not considered full-time staff equivalent. As a source for additional understanding of
the subject 2. Fees paid to a firm for work performed by employees and independent contractors who are
full-time staff equivalent. On the other hand, guests who decide to go inside your establishment will notice
even the few little details your hotels possess. Three out of four jobs were in the U. The degree to which
something is involved in a situation or an activity and the effect that they have on it. Not only do
high-efficiency utilities and appliances help to protect the environment, but they also protect your bank
account in the long-run. That includes the atmosphere â€” created, in part, by the interior design. Furthermore,
more and more customers are starting to become pickier with the hotels that they plan on getting. Interior
design starts the moment your guests steps inside your establishment and ends when they leave. Just like a
welcoming and comfortable lobby experience, integrating more natural design elements like indoor waterfalls,
wood furnishings, walled gardens, and decorative plant life can help your guest's vacation start the moment
they arrive. Interior design and appearance is what grabs the attention of the customer and persuades them to
stay, in order to actually experience the accommodation or the food the establishment offers. And they expect
further growth next year. Restaurant Design When you work in the hospitality industry, everything needs to be
impeccable, from the staff to the treatment of the customers to the actual service provided and the
accommodation or food, it all has to be beyond reproach. Hospitality industry also provides service in offices
factories and clubs. Role: This is defines as the function importance of something. This is why at Nigel
Howard Creative, our passion is to creatively expand space, maximise productivity and deliver a finished
product that offers immediate impact, setting your business apart from your competitors. When working on a
project it is imperative to understand just why the interior design process is such an important component.
This in turn helps save their customers a great deal of time and resources in the process as there is no need to
travel to the said location just to get a glimpse of the establishment. The Internet and Smart Phone eras have
helped to create a digital culture of sharing and expression, highlighted by uniqueness and individuality.


